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Conclusion 

Time of more issues that preoccupied the mind of man , past and 
present , so Anjad aware of Sciences ago its subjects of time, 
and time gained importance from its association with human 
existence , man has tried since ancient interpretation of time 
trying to answer the questions that insisted on his mind . Where 
did we come from ? Where are we? Where do we go ? What is 
past is it really exists or is the accumulation of ideas? What the 
future you will come quickly or slowly Does it mean death and the 
yard or is it the beginning of a new phase did not realize it yet , 
and is currently just a moment meeting past and the future , all of 
these questions tried monotheistic religions interpreted as 



exhausted these questions philosophers, ancient and modern ( 
Aristotle, Plato and Plotinus , and Augustine , and Newton , and 
Einstein , and Cant , and Herbart Spencer , and Abdel- Rahman 
Badawi  . (  

   Poet and more people Achtgala in time because he shared his 
feelings and emotions with the recipients is mediated by hair 
trying to everyone involved in the existential his main concern 
about the time and trying to find answers in the eyes of the 
recipient  .  

    And the importance of the subject of time studied through hair 
Iraqi poets from 1990 to 2010, and dealt with the dimensions of 
time various psychological and existential , social and moved 
away from the meaning physicist of time in my studies , and 
began to study boot showed a single time in the philosophy and 
science , and the importance of time for literature , and in the first 
chapter dealt with remembering which represents the poet 's past 
and future as a utopia and a dream world , and the second 
chapter dealt with time as alienation psychologically , socially and 
intellectually , and the third chapter dealt with the symbol as a 
milestone schedule. 


